No more offshore drilling operations until

Obama orders halt to development until after a commission reports in 6 months. And the Washington Post thought that breaking news. However, breaking news is not reported until 1:19 EDT. The first tweet I found reporting the halt was 5:42 a.m. Apparently it took a while for The Post to realize they had a 'breaking' news story on their hands.

News Alert: Obama orders halt to operations at all 33 deep-water rigs in the Gulf
01:19 PM EDT Thursday, May 27, 2010
---------------------

Obama announces a halt to drilling operations at all 33 deep-water rigs in the Gulf of Mexico for 6 months or until a presidential commission completes its work. Some of the rigs are already drilling and will have to stop. Others were preparing to drill and will have to stop those preparations until the commission finishes.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/LI37JS/ZLS56/QPXA7G/8QVSWP/FF9SL7V/t

Search term: obama halt When I explored the possibilities this one seemed to hold up better than the others.

The first search was at 4:00 p.m. CDT. It captured 484 tweets. Apparently, this is not going to be a 'gusher as streams go.
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